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Abstract: Although STACK was developed to enable student-provided answers in computer aided
assessment of mathematics, the system also offers a wide range of opportunities for different types
of multiple choice questions (MCQ). The article points out reasons for both the use of MCQ in the
assessment of STEM subjects and the use of STACK instead of other LMS question types to realize
this. Scenarios of usage are illustrated by examples from mathematical bridging courses.
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Introduction

One of the main reasons for the development of the assessment system STACK (System
for Teaching and Assessment Using a Computer algebra Kernel) has been that there are
several problems coming along with the use of multiple choice questions (MCQ) in STEM
subjects, such as the possibility of just checking the different options instead of actually
performing the mathematical operation to be assessed ([Sa13]). STACK therefore enables
the use of constructed response questions (CRQ) in computer aided assessment (CAA).
Considering this it might seem surprising to have an article about the use of MCQ in
STACK. But these questions also have their place in the assessment and practising of
mathematics. And in fact STACK offers various features to implement them.
The examples in this article are taken from mathematical bridging courses for prospective
engineering students. The courses were developed and proven within the joint project
OTH mind, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research. They
address non-traditional students who often have a vocational education and whose prior
mathematical knowledge is far below the general expectations at the beginning of the
studies. The participants of these courses are encouraged to complete regular online
quizzes with STACK questions ([Ba19]). In the context of these quizzes two observations
were made by the author:


1

Sometimes students perform better on rather hard questions with constructed response
(CR) than on supposedly easy ones with multiple choice (MC). So the latter seem to
address different learning objectives, which are not necessarily a condition to answer
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the CRQ correctly.


Especially in the field of bridging courses there are students who consistently have a
hard time using the correct input syntax. Some of these issues are difficult to avoid in
the validation process. Even if one is using the input option “Check the type of the
response” students might enter valid expressions of the computer algebra system
(CAS) (e.g. Fig. 1). But in fact using the correct input syntax is only a secondary
learning objective for these students. In a first step they ought to learn how to solve
equations, how to factor terms or how to add expressions with fractions. And they are
frustrated if they get score zero even though they managed the actual construct of a
question.

Fig. 1: Input issue – use of comma as decimal marker; screenshot in STACK 4.3

These two observations show that there are situations in which MCQ can play an important
role in the learning process and that there are also problems which are related to CRQ.
Starting by summarizing the problems which go along with the use of MCQ in the
assessment and practice of mathematics this article will point out reasons for both using
these questions even so and for using STACK to implement them.
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Problems with MCQ in the assessment of mathematics

There is a lot of research on the use of MCQ especially in high-stakes summative
assessments2. This is mainly due to the higher economy of these questions. Many articles
do not have a focus on CAA or STEM subjects though. Authors report on the following
problematical aspects:

2

Reduced reliability due to guessing: Multiple choice formats enable to find correct
solutions by guessing or exclusion to some extent. Zimmerman and Williams point

An overview is given by [LSK15].
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out that this can reduce the reliability of multiple choice tests ([ZW03]).


Support of superficial learning strategies: Students tend to use superficial
learning strategies more often when preparing for a multiple choice based exam
instead of a CRQ exam ([SC98]). Test-wiseness is discussed as an important
influence on the performance in MCQ assessments ([TK 18]) and a possible source
of construct irrelevant variance ([HD04]).



Assessment of reversible mathematical processes: MCQ cannot be used for the
assessment of reversible mathematical processes, such as differentiation/integration
or expanding brackets/algebraic factoring ([SJ17]). Students will rather use the
easier direct method to verify the options instead of actually performing the inverse
process.



Assessment of creative mathematical tasks: Classifications of mathematical
questions contain several questions types which cannot be assessed by MCQ – many
of them with a creative part, like finding a proof, giving an example or sketching a
graph (also see [Sa13]).



Limited diagnostic validity: Mathematical MCQ might have a reduced diagnostic
validity due to the limited number of options. Kallweit mentions that the number of
possible student answers can excel the number of distractors in a MC item by far
([Ka16]).



Gender bias: There is a gender bias connected to the MC format regarding both the
performance in ([BF 98]) and the attitude towards respective tests ([LR04]). Women
tend to perform relatively lower in MC exams and to have less positive attitudes to
this assessment type than men.



Great demand of experience and resources: It needs experience, expertise and
resources for quality management and review to develop high quality MC test items
([LSK15], [HD04]). Especially the reliability of small and locally developed tests
might be reduced due to poor item quality.

Considering these problems it is a serious question, why one should use MCQ for the
assessment of mathematics at all – especially in the context of CAA where MCQ do not
have a significant economic advantage over CRQ.
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Reasons for using MCQ in the assessment and practising of
mathematics

Sangwin and Jones point out that “there are many contexts [in the assessment of
mathematics] in which well designed MC items are more appropriate than other question
formats” ([SJ17], p. 218). And also in settings of mathematical practising MCQ have their
place.
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Avoiding problems with the input syntax

Due to low computer skills, test anxiety or fatigue the input syntax can be an additional
source of construct irrelevant variance ([HD04]). STACK is providing various features to
support students who struggle in this area (e.g. validation, check of input type), but the
correct input will still be an additional task, which might cause frustration especially for
weaker students and beginners (see section 1). The occasional use of MCQ can give these
students a lower hurdle to start with.
3.2

Assessing different educational objectives

While questions with CR in CAA often focus on mathematical skills like factoring out
terms or computing a derivative, MCQ are suitable for different educational objectives
(Fig. 2) as for example knowledge. The knowledge of key terms as well as procedural
knowledge often is a condition to answer mathematical questions. Winter emphasizes that
in the context of mathematical practising knowledge continuously needs to be reactivated,
revolved and rearranged ([Wi84], p.9).

Fig. 2: Assessing conceptual and procedural knowledge; own illustration.

MCQ can also be used to assess conceptual understanding with high validity as done in
concept inventories (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Assessing conceptual understanding; question from [PP20], own illustration.
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Establishing high quality practising

Winter emphasizes the importance of variety in mathematical practising, which always
needed new perspectives, new material and new connections ([Wi84], p.10). Using
different question types can add to this variety. He also mentions the principle of problem
orientation in practising, which means to give exercises a superordinate perspective 3.
Giving this perspective can sometimes be done by just adding a multiple choice question
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Problem oriented practising; example from [Wi84], own illustration.
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MCQ in STACK
Available STACK features

STACK is providing four input types which may be used to implement MC type questions:





Checkbox
Drop down list
Radio
True/False.

Except for True/False-questions the model answer is given as a nested list which is
containing both the different options and the actual correct answer. The options can be
mathematical objects like expressions or equations, plots, strings or even external images.
The syntax may seem a bit difficult for beginners but there are additional helper functions
provided. Details can be found on GitHub ([Mu20a]) and in the documentation ([Mu20b]).
4.2

Reasons for using STACK for MCQ

All the STACK input types mentioned above are available as easy to use, separate moodle
3

This idea is also known under the terms of intelligent or productive practising ([BR08], [Le09]).
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questions types. So why should question authors use STACK for MCQ?
High quality MC formats
STACK is giving the opportunity to implement MC-formats which are recommended for
university level assessment and which are suitable to reduce construct irrelevant variance
due to guessing ([LSK15]) like multiple True/False-questions (Fig. 5)

Fig. 5: Multiple True/False-question; screenshot in STACK 4.3.

Effective implementation
Although it might be more difficult in the beginning it can be quite effective to implement
MCQ in STACK – especially when using Maxima plots (Fig. 6). All the properties of the
plots are stored in one single CAS variable, which makes it very easy to add changes or to
adapt a question to another class of functions.
Using typical STACK features
As with any other STACK input type one can use the features the system offers for
randomization, differentiated feedback and grading. So it is possible to use randomized
graphs (Fig. 6), to give specific feedback, also on options which are not chosen (Fig. 7),
or to use specific grading methods for summative assessments.
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Fig. 6: Randomized maxima plots in MCQ; screenshot in STACK 4.3.

Fig. 7: Checkbox question with specific feedback; screenshot in STACK 4.3.
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Multi-part questions
In STACK one can combine MCQ with questions with algebraic or numerical input in
multi-part questions. By doing so, it is possible to give an introduction or sensitization to
a certain problem (Fig. 8) or to add the superordinate perspective which is needed for
problem oriented practising (see section 3.3).

Fig. 8: Drop down list in a multipart question; screenshot in STACK 4.3

5

Summary and discussion

To establish high quality practice and assessment of mathematics it is helpful to use a
mixture of different question types, including algebraic input, interactive graphs and also
multiple choice questions. This will take into account that there are different types of
learners, different educational objectives and different threats to reliability and diagnostic
validity. Based on experiences the author made in the context of mathematical bridging
courses especially weaker students could benefit from such a variety of input types. With
its features for randomization, feedback, grading, plotting and multi-part questions
STACK is a system which enables implementing MCQ of high didactic quality and
combining them with other STACK input types.
Although many articles on MCQ, especially in summative assessments, have been
published, there are several open questions. What is the role of MCQ in formative
assessments and practising? Do the subject and the assessment method (paper based vs.
computer aided) have an influence on the known differences between the question formats
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(see section 2)?4 And what is the relevance of possible input problems for the motivation
and test performance of individual students, especially at the transition school-university?
These questions should be object of further research.
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